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Earth’s Unidentical Twin Planet: Venus and Earth 

are considered planetary twins due to their identical 

size, bulk densities, and similar surface conditions 

during the beginning of the solar system. Despite the 

similarities, Venus is often referred to as Earth’s 

unidentical twin—a hot hellish world with no oceans 

and a thick corrosive atmosphere. Understanding Venus 

is also important in assessing whether newly discovered 

Earth-size exoplanets may be habitable worlds [1].  

Need for Venus Missions: Venus has been studied 

using orbiters, entry probes, landers, and balloons 

providing critical measurements in advancing our 

understanding of the planet [2]. Though past missions 

have provided a wealth of information, major questions 

remain regarding the formation about the origin and 

formation of the planet and its climate [3].  

Lack of Missions to Venus: After more than four 

decades of vigorous exploration beginning in the 1960s, 

the number of Venus missions has been relatively low 

in the past two decades. There have been no US 

missions to Venus since Magellan (1989). Two of the 

five finalists of Phase A in NASA’s Discovery program 

in 2016 were Venus missions, but neither was selected 

for flight. Three Venus missions were proposed to New 

Frontiers AO in 2017, but none were selected [4].  

NASA has turned attention to SmallSats for low-cost 

Venus missions as a gap filler between Magellan and a 

future Discovery or New Frontiers class mission [4].  

Aerocapture for SmallSat Missions: Aerocapture 

uses atmospheric drag to decelerate and capture a 

spacecraft into a closed orbit, eliminating the need for 

carrying significant propellant. To compensate for 

uncertainties in entry flight path angle, atmospheric 

density profiles, and vehicle aerodynamics, and still 

achieve the desired atmospheric exit state, the 

aerocapture vehicle needs control authority. Drag 

modulation is a simple control technique which is 

attractive to SmallSats [5].  Control authority is deemed 

adequate if the technique offers a theoretical entry 

corridor width sufficient to accommodate the 

uncertainties.  

Aerocapture Feasibility Chart: Detailed 

feasibility charts will be presented for three aerocapture 

control methods—lift modulation, drag modulation, and 

a hybrid propulsive-aerocapture technique. Key design 

variables for drag modulation aerocapture are ballistic 

coefficient ratio before and after drag skirt separation 

(β2/β1) and hyperbolic arrival speed V∞.  

Figure 2 graphically presents the constraints 

imposed by theoretical corridor width, deceleration 

load, peak heat rate, and heat load for single-event drag 

modulation aerocapture at Venus. The boundaries of the 

shaded feasible region show that the corridor width and 

peak heat rate are dominant constraints for aerocapture 

with drag modulation at Venus.  

Mass-Benefit Analysis: Delivered mass for 

SmallSats using three aerocapture control methods will 

be presented and compared to propulsive orbit insertion 

to quantify the mass-benefit of aerocapture at Venus.  
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Figure 1: Left: Venus cloud structure in the ultraviolet (UV) 

band from Pioneer Venus Orbiter, 1979; Right: Radar image 

of Venus from Magellan, 1994.    

Figure 2: Venus aerocapture feasibility chart for single-event 

drag modulation.  To obtain at least 0.5 deg. of theoretical   

corridor width and limit peak heat rate to 400 W/cm2, a β2/β1 

ratio of 17 or greater is required. Nose radius RN =0.1 m is 

used to estimate the stagnation point heating rate. 
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